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One of the core functions of the brain is to use previously learned associations combined with 
top-down control to predict future events (refer to Clark, 2013). In processing language, 
individuals use context to predict upcoming information, which significantly influences the 
activation of related words in nearby semantic networks. However, language input is sometimes 
unpredictable. In the current study, the consequences of encountering unexpected but plausible 
and fully anomalous sentence-endings for processing and for memory were examined. 
Participants read sentences that ended either with the predicted word, an unexpected word that 
was nevertheless plausible, or an anomalous word. On a subsequent recognition test, they were 
asked to discriminate new words from those they had seen as sentence endings. Previous 
research concludes that predicted words or concepts can linger in the brain after recent activation 
of related words, and may then lead to false recognition (Hubbard et al., 2019). We replicated 
this pattern. Participants were able to discriminate between old versus new items successfully but 
tended to false alarm to expected items that had been predicted but were not in the sentences. 
Moreover, event-related potentials showed that anomalous words captured attention (indexed by 
larger N1 responses) but it was unexpected but plausible words that were best remembered (had 
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In our everyday language, we often encounter words that we do not expect. A large body of 
research shows that expected words are processed more easily, but what about unexpected 
words? It is safe to assume that our brains would not process unexpected words in the same way. 
One of the first studies to examine brain responses to unexpected words was conducted by Kutas 
and Hillyard who published their findings of a brain-related response to “anomalous” words, or 
words that do not make sense in the sentence frame in which they appear (1980). They measured 
electrical brain activity while participants read sentences with words that are semantically 
anomalous. Brain activity was measured using electroencephalography (EEG), a non-invasive 
method used to capture electrophysiological activity in the brain. Event-related potentials 
(ERPs), which measure the brain response that is the direct result of a specific sensory, cognitive, 
and/or motor event, which are derived from the continuous EEG. Concurrently, the use of EEG 
and ERP allows psychologists to understand the underpinnings of what goes on in our brains 
while we interact with our environments. In the case of language, EEG/ERP can allow us to track 
comprehension, which isn’t associated with any specific overt behaviors. 
Initially, the study done by Kutas and Hillyard was aimed at using the oddball paradigm – 
where a deviant stimulus emerges in a string of repetitive stimuli – to elicit a P3b, which is large 
if the target (i.e., deviant stimulus) is rare in the immediate sequence (1980). The P3b is a 
positivity that occurs around 300 ms (or later) and has a posterior/parietal scalp distribution. It is 
a domain-general response to unexpected stimuli, when participants are paying attention. Kutas 
and Hillard constructed congruent sentences, as well as some that ended with an improbable, 
anomalous word, much like their well-known sentence, I take coffee with cream and dog (1980). 
They expected to see a P3b to the word dog simply because it is a deviant (or unexpected 
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anomalous word) word that does not make sense in the sentence frame. Instead, when 
participants read the word dog, there was a sizable negative-going component peaking around 
400ms. The component they captured is now referred to as the N400 – simply because it is a 
negative component that peaks around 400ms post-stimulus presentation (Kutas & Hillyard, 
1980).  
The N400 is seen most prominently over the center and back of the head (Kutas & 
Federmeier, 2011). Its amplitude is highly correlated with the eliciting word's expectancy, which 
is indexed using cloze probability, a behavioral measure that gives the probability with which 
people use the target word to complete a given sentence of interest (Taylor, 1953). Thus, it is 
largest for semantic anomalies (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). Van Petten found a linear decline in 
N400 amplitudes across the words of congruent sentences reflecting the gradual build-up of 
semantic constraints (1993). Not only does the N400 encompass written and spoken words, but it 
also includes signed or pseudowords, drawings, photos, videos of faces, and even mathematical 
symbols (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011) making a general index of meaning processing.  
Moreover, under the right circumstances, the N400 can also index prediction – an 
important mechanism for language processing. The term prediction is often used to imply that 
context changes the state of the language processing system before new input becomes available, 
facilitating the processing of this new input (Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016). Imagine reading a 
novel and reading the words peanut butter. One may immediately activate jelly since it is highly 
probable to follow the words peanut butter, and this occurs so quickly that the activation happens 
before you even finish the sentence. Psychologists have moved towards a hierarchical "multi-
representational" framework of language processing in which lower-level representations are 
facilitated by the use of higher-level inferences to predictively pre-activate information at the 
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lower levels (Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016). ERP evidence has shown that word recognition begins 
around 200 ms after word onset, and reaction times are faster to predictable words in many 
behavioral tasks. Some of these tasks include lexical decision (Arnon & Snider, 2010), naming 
(Forster, 1981; McClelland & O'Regan, 1981), and speech monitoring (Cole & Perfetti, 1980; 
Marslen-Wilson, Brown, & Tyler, 1988). Researchers can use other indicators such as eye-
tracking to show that readers fixate less on predictable than unpredictable words (Balota, 
Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1985). These effects make it reasonable to conclude that context influences 
the language processing system before the bottom-up input is observed; moreover, context 
allows us to make predictions.  
A logical way to assess prediction in language is through the utilization of event-related 
brain potentials (ERPs) to capture N400 amplitudes while participants perform a variety of tasks. 
Federmeier and colleagues sought to find the effects of context on word processing by 
manipulating sentence constraint and word expectancy (2007). They used ERPs to examine the 
brain response to expected endings of strongly and weakly constraining sentences (those that do 
and do not allow a strong prediction), as well as to plausible, semantically distinct, unexpected 
endings in those same contexts. Their results showed that context effects on word processing 
unfold over multiple processing stages that differ functionally, temporally, and neurally 
(Federmeier et al., 2007).  
There was a graded N400 pattern determined by the degree of match (i.e., determined by 
cloze probability) such that the smallest N400s were seen for expected items in strong constraint 
sentences, while the largest N400s were elicited to unexpected items (Federmeier et al., 2007). 
Federmeier and colleagues’ findings included costs associated with processing unexpected words 
in a context leading to robust expectations for different items, which emerged 100 ms later in 
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processing, on a positivity with a frontal distribution (2007). This process seems to reflect the 
amount of mismatch and allocation of resources necessary to revise a particular prediction.  
In addition, Hubbard et al. (2019) conducted a follow-up to this study and focused 
primarily on how predictability influences people’s memory for what they read. They studied the 
ERPs elicited by memory for expected words compared to unexpected words. Other researchers 
(i.e., Craik et al., 1996) have noted that context-driven prediction may influence encoding 
information into long-term memory by modulating levels of attention given to predictable versus 
unpredictable information being encoded. Therefore, Hubbard and colleagues were also 
interested in the responses to lures – words that might have been expected, but were never 
actually presented – versus new words (2019).  
If prediction during sentence comprehension leads to pre-activation of information 
associated with an upcoming word, then participants may false alarm to Lures more than to 
completely new items. This is indeed what they found.  They referred to this tendency to false 
alarm to words that were previously predicted, but not actually seen, as a "cost of prediction," 
because lingering representations of predicted information in memory can cause false 
recognition (Hubbard et al., 2019). During the recognition test, Hubbard and colleagues also 
measured LPCs, left-lateralized posterior components (500-800ms), as an index of explicit 
memory, where larger LPC amplitudes meant that there is more memory (2019). The results 
showed that LPCs were reduced during the memory test for words that had been highly 
predictable sentence endings; therefore, there was less memory for highly predictable words. 
 Thus, ERPs seen during recognition memory tests have shown that memory for 
predictable information is reduced and that there is a tendency to lure for highly predictable 
words (Hubbard et al., 2019). This means that prediction can facilitate processing momentarily, 
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but also cause false alarms and reduced recollection for predictable information later 
on.  Correspondingly, information that was unexpected is remembered better. 
However, the unexpected information in Hubbard et al.’s study was still plausible. Thus, 
it is unclear whether it is remembered better because it was simply noticeable by virtue of being 
different – and thus people paid more attention to it – or whether memory instead is enhanced by 
the extra work people did to fit that word into the sentence and revise their understanding 
(perhaps the source of the frontal positivity). Anomalous words, like unexpected but plausible 
ones, are unexpected and might grab attention.  However, they cannot be fit into the sentence 
context, and they don’t elicit a frontal positivity. Thus, using anomalous words, we can try to 
understand the source of the memory benefit for unexpected words. 
 Research has shown that other ERP effects, such as the N1, a sensory component 
occurring about 100 ms after stimulus-onset, indexes aspects of attention. In the Hubbard et al. 
study, N1 amplitudes were larger during the recognition test for words that had previously been 
unexpected, suggesting that they had captured attention. If anomalous words also capture 
attention, we would expect to see the same pattern – perhaps even larger, since anomalous words 
are even more surprising in language. Successful encoding of that information can then be 
assessed by looking at the LPC. 
Thus, the current study aims to extend results from Hubbard and colleagues' study by 
adding a third condition – anomalous endings. If a participant reads a sentence such as, "The 
swimmer prepared for her party," he or she may be expecting race – a more plausible ending – 
even though party is semantically sound for the sentence. The expected word may also still be 
active during a later recognition memory test, causing the participant to falsely recall seeing a 
word that was never in the previous sentences. In an anomalous condition, the sentence could 
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present as, "The swimmer prepared for her sock." The fact that this word is highly unexpected 
may mean that we will see an enhanced N1 when people encounter that word again on the 
memory test.  After reading sentences with strongly or weakly constraining endings, which 
includes expected, unexpected, and anomalous endings (the new third condition), participants 
took a recognition memory test that included the predictable words (race), predicted words that 
never actually read (participants read party), as well as unexpected (party) and anomalous words 
(sock). If attention alone makes memory better, then we might also predict that the LPC will be 
largest for these anomalous words. However, if the memory benefit instead comes when 
participants do extra work to integrate unexpected information into the sentence, then the largest 
LPC responses should be obtained for unexpected but plausible words. While people are reading 





Participants were right-handed, native speakers of English with normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision from the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign participated in the experiment and 
received course credit for their participation. None of the participants had a history of 
neuropsychological or psychiatric disorders. The IRB of the University of Illinois approved 
procedures, and all participants signed consent forms prior to participation. Due to the current 
COVID-19 pandemic, all data collection using human participants was discontinued at the 
Beckman Institute in Urbana, Illinois. Data were therefore combined with pilot data from 




The stimuli were composed of 240 English sentences, a subset of the sentences used in 
Federmeier et al. (2007). The cloze probabilities for these sentence endings were previously 
determined in a norming study where the participants filled in the final word of the sentence with 
what they thought the last word should be (Federmeier et al., 2007). In the current experiment, 
about half of the stimuli (120 sentences) were strongly constraining, while the remaining were 
weakly constraining. A sentence that is considered strongly constraining is one with a cloze 
probability of 0.68 or higher for the most commonly completed word, whereas sentences were 
considered weakly constraining if the cloze probability was 0.42 or lower. As an extension of 
Hubbard et al. (2019), anomalous sentence endings were created. For example: "You can’t open 
the door with the wrong student.”. Half of each type of sentence (60 sentences) ended with the 
expected word, while the remaining half with an unexpected word, divided equally into plausible 
and anomalous. Unexpected words all had a cloze probability close to 0 (< 3%).   
In the recognition memory test, participants were presented with single words, some of 
which were presented previously during the sentence reading phase. Half of the test items were 
previously sentence-ending words during encoding were from strongly constraining sentences 
while the other half were from weakly constraining sentences. ‘‘Matches’’ were words that had 
previously been seen as sentence endings, whether expected or unexpected. ‘‘Lures,’’ were 
words that might have been expected, but were never actually presented (i.e., an unexpected 
word instead). ‘‘New’’ words were never presented in the sentence reading block. The test 
blocks also contained words from the middle of sentences to ensure that participants would be 
motivated to pay attention to and encode the entire sentence. 
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During the memory test, if the participant read the sentence “You can’t open the door 
with the wrong keys,” and they are tested on the word “keys,” this is a Match for the expected 
word, so it's an Expected Match (EM). If it's a strong constraint sentence, it would be a strongly 
constraining expected match (SCEM) or a weakly constraining expected match (WCEM).  
If, instead, the participant read the sentence “You can’t open the door with the wrong 
attitude,” this constitutes an unexpected word (U) that is still plausible. Later, during the memory 
test, if they are tested on the word "attitude,” that would match what they saw before, so it is an 
unexpected match (UM), either a strongly constrained unexpected match (SCUM) or a weakly 
constrained unexpected match (WCUM). However, if they were tested on the word "keys", 
which is the expected word, that would be a Lure, so either a strongly constraining lure (SCUL) 
or a weakly constraining lure (WCUL). 
In the new condition, in which they read the word "student", if they are tested on that 
word then it would match what they saw before, so that would be an anomalous match (AM), 
either a strongly constraining anomalous match (SCAM) or a weakly constraining anomalous 
match (WCAM). However, if they were tested on the word "keys", which is the expected word, 
that would be a Lure, so either a strongly constraining anomalous lure (SCAL) or a weakly 
constraining anomalous lure (WCAL).  
These stimuli were evenly split into ten blocks each including a reading sentences 
section, followed by distractor mathematics problems, and ending with a test section on the 
words of interest from the previously read sentences. After each block of sentences, the 
participants were tested on their memory.  
In order to reduce confounding variables, the memory test constrained the stimuli used 
and the order of presentation, such that each test item was unique and did not repeat. Stimuli 
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were randomized, such that any sentence containing a critical test item in the middle of it was 
only presented only after the item had been tested. All of the participants were given the same 
list of stimuli to be tested.  Although the order of each stimulus within the blocks was 
randomized (i.e., the sentences within Block 1 change order with each participant), the order of 
presentation of the blocks was not (i.e., Block 1 is always before Block 2). 
 
Procedure 
Participants were instructed to sit in an electrically shielded EEG recording room approximately 
100 cm from a CRT computer monitor. Before starting the experiment, we verified that all 
participants could easily read the presented information from this distance. Shortly following 
this, participants were explained the experimental procedure and were given a short practice 
session to familiarize them with the task. None of the words that appeared in the practice 
sentences appeared as critical test words in the experimental test blocks. The experiment was 
divided into ten study-test blocks where the participants were first asked to study a set of 
sentences, then were tested on their memory for critical words that were either seen before in the 
study block or were new.  
The first part of the experiment, the encoding phase of each study-test block, required 
that participants read the sentences silently while trying to hold that information in their memory, 
as they would be tested later on. Each sentence was presented word by word on the screen; one 
word appeared in the center of the screen for 200 ms and was followed by a 300 ms interstimulus 
interval before the next word showed up. After the last word of each sentence was presented, the 
screen was made blank for 500 ms and was followed by a fixation cross that lasted for 1,000 ms. 
Participants were then instructed to try and not to blink while reading the sentence but were able 
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to blink and rest their eyes after the fixation cross appeared on the screen. After the encoding 
phase was completed, participants were given as many distractor math problems that they could 
complete within 30 s (performance did not matter here). This section's purpose was to cause 
participants to lose memory for words that they had previously learned during encoding.  
After each math section, participants began the test phase. The trials each started with a 
fixation cross in the center of the screen lasting for 1,000 ms, and then was replaced by a test 
word. After the word was on the screen for 1,000 ms, a confidence scale appeared underneath the 
test word, indicating that the participants could select a response. The confidence scale consisted 
of four points: ‘‘Sure New,’’ ‘‘Maybe New,’’ ‘‘Maybe Old,’’ and ‘‘Sure Old.’’ Participants were 
told to respond with ‘‘Old’’ if they thought they had seen the test word during the encoding 
phase and if not to respond ‘‘New.’’ Also, the "Maybe" option was used only if the participant 
felt unsure of their response. 
Lastly, all participants were instructed to try not to blink during the initial presentation of 
the word but told that they could blink once the confidence scale appeared and they could make 
their response, as well as during the fixation cross. The test phase was self-paced, so the 
participants were not rushed and could take as long as they needed to respond to the test 










Note that, because we could only obtain less than half of our planned sample due to campus 
closure from COVID19, we did not do statistical comparisons, which would have been highly 
underpowered, and instead present results qualitatively.  
 
Encoding: Sentence-Ending ERPs 
ERPs to sentence final words were analyzed to determine if prior N400 effects seen in 
Federmeier and colleagues’ 2007 paper were replicated. Grand average ERPs at the sentence 
final word are plotted in Figure 1. N400 amplitudes were compared between strongly 
constrained expected (SCE) endings and weakly constrained expected (WCE) endings, strongly 
constrained unexpected (SCU) endings and weakly constrained unexpected (WCU) endings, as 
well as between strongly constrained anomalous (SCA) endings and weakly constrained 
anomalous (WCA) endings. There were differences in N400 amplitude between SCE and WCE 
endings, as well as between WCE and SCU/WCU endings, showing the graded N400 effect 
previously seen in Federmeier and colleagues’ 2007 paper and in Hubbard et al., 2019; thus 
results were replicated in this experiment. The graded effect was extended in the current 
experiment to SCA and WCA sentence-endings, which both had the largest N400 effects (most 
negative N400s). Thus, the N400 ERP indexes word expectancy (i.e., cloze probability) and is 






























Encoding: N400 Scalp Distribution for Sentence-Endings 
The scalp distribution for N400 ERPs at the onset of sentence- 
endings for expected, unexpected, and anomalous sentence- 
endings each both strongly and weakly constrained were 
measured. The N400 component was most prominent over the  
center and back of the head, as is typical for this component.  
Again, it is apparent that anomalous sentence-endings have the 
lowest cloze probability (cloze = 0) signified by the largest  
N400s, which is followed by unexpected sentence-endings  
(cloze < 3%) and expected sentence-endings (cloze > 68%)  






Figure 1. ERP waveforms gathered from electrode MiPa for expected, unexpected, and anomalous endings 






Figure 2. Scalp distribution of the 
N400 ERP component while subjects 
read expected, unexpected, and 
anomalous sentence-endings that 




Behavioral Results: Matches versus Lures  
 
Proportion ‘‘Old’’ responses is plotted in Figure 3 on the y-axis. For all types of Matches (i.e., 
expected, E; unexpected, U; anomalous, ) ‘‘Old’’ was a correct response, whereas for New items 
and Lures, ‘‘Old’’ was an incorrect response. There were no apparent differences in confidence 
across experimental conditions and generally low trial numbers for ‘‘Maybe’’ responses; thus, 
‘‘Maybe’’ responses were combined with ‘‘Sure’’ responses for behavioral and ERP analyses. 
Overall, participants successfully discriminated Matches from New items. Recognition accuracy 
between Expected and Unexpected Matches appeared similar, whereas participants false alarmed 






















Recognition Memory Test Results: Main ERP Effects 
ERPs to correctly recognize test items (i.e., Matches) were analyzed to assess recognition 




Figure 3. Recognition memory accuracy. Proportion “Old” responses are plotted on the Y 
axis. SC, strong constraint; New, new words not presented before; WC, weak constraint. 







electrode MiPa to expected, unexpected, and anomalous Matches from strongly and weakly 
constraining sentences are plotted in Figure 4. All ERPs are time-locked to the onset of the test 
item (i.e., the type of word), and only the correct responses were included. N1, N400 and and 
LPC amplitudes were compared between strongly constrained expected match (SCEM) endings 
and weakly constrained expected match (WCEM) endings, strongly constrained unexpected 
match (SCUM) endings and weakly constrained unexpected match (WCUM) endings, as well as 
between strongly constrained anomalous match (SCAM) endings and weakly constrained 
anomalous match (WCAM) endings.  
ERP results showed that N1 responses (highlighted in blue) were most negative for 
SCAM items, followed by WCAM items. Interestingly, SCUM and WCUM items, which had 
elicited an enhanced N1 in Hubbard et al. (2019), were not notably different from their SCEM 
and WCEM counterparts in the present experiment. Thus, it seems that N1s at test are enhanced 
for those items that were most distinctive at encoding and, presumably, drew the most attention. 
In the test phase, N400 amplitudes were slightly less negative for SCUM items, while the 
other items are similar for both constraints. This may reflect overlap with the subsequent LPC 
component, which was largest for the SCUM items. LPCs were enhanced (more positive) for 
both SCUM and WCUM items. Anomalous items, especially WCAM items, were enhanced 
compared to expected items but showed smaller LPCs than unexpected but plausible items. From 
this, it is concluded that plausible unexpected items have better recognition memory than 
























Recognition Memory Test Results: Scalp Distributions for Correct Matches  
In the distributional analysis shown in Figure 5, the component analyzed was the N1, which was 
mentioned earlier as modulating attention effects. N1s are seen over both frontal and posterior 
sites. The largest N1s were seen for the anomalous items. Figure 6 shows the scalp distribution 
of the LPC. The results found the LPC most prominent over the center and back of the head, 
which is typical. There was a larger, more positive LPC during test for unexpected items of both 
constraints shown primarily in the central, most posterior region of the head (i.e., SCUM & 
WCUM). This positivity is related to enhanced recognition memory for the item shown 
previously during sentence-reading. On the other hand, strongly and weakly constraining 
expected Matches (SCEM; WCEM) had the most negative LPC distributions during the 




Figure 4. ERP waveforms gathered from electrode MiPa for expected, unexpected, and anomalous endings varying with 




       
 


























The goal of this study was to dissociate the event-related potential (ERP) effects of 
different   sentence-endings, and specifically to examine how anomalous words affect processing 
and later recognition memory. Participants read strongly and weakly constraining sentences that 
ended with an expected,  an unexpected but plausible, or an implausible anomalous word and 
then were tested on their memory for sentence ending words, new words, and predictable 
endings that had never been seen (i.e., “Lures”). ERP responses during sentence reading 
 
Figure 5. Scalp distribution of the 
N1 ERP component while subjects 
were tested on old versus new 
expected, unexpected, and 
anomalous words in both constraints 
(strong and weak). 
 
 
Figure 6. Scalp distribution of the 
LPC ERP while subjects were tested 
on old versus new expected, 
unexpected, and anomalous words in 
both constraints (strong and weak). 
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replicated previously shown effects which found a graded N400 pattern (Federmeier et al., 
2007), such that N400s were smallest to expected items in strong constraint sentences, 
intermediate to expected items in weak constraint sentences which were followed by unexpected 
items. Here, I also found that anomalous sentence-endings had the largest N400s. 
The central question for this study concerned participants’ later memory for sentence-
ending words that they had predicted and/or read based on their type (expected, unexpected, 
anomalous) versus constraint (strong or weak) which is based on cloze probability. Since 
previous studies have examined the ERP effects of expected versus unexpected sentence-
endings, it was vital to this study to dissociate the effects caused by anomalous words at the end 
of sentences. These are words that do not make sense in the given sentence-frame. Hubbard et al. 
(2019) found that unexpected but plausible words showed increases in components linked to 
attention (N1) and explicit memory (LPC). Anomalous endings would also be expected to 
capture attention – possibly more than simply unexpected words – and thus to have enhanced 
N1s. An important question, therefore, is whether these items will also show larger LPCs (better 
memory) or if the effects of attention and memory are dissociable. 
Behavioral results showed that hit rates were numerically higher for unexpected than for 
expected matches. There was a similar pattern previously seen for word recognition at the end of 
the experiment using these stimuli in which there were higher hit rates for expected words that 
completed weakly constraining compared to strongly constraining sentences (Federmeier et al., 
2007). Replicating Hubbard et al., 2019, I also found that participants lured to the expected 
endings that had been replaced by either unexpected or anomalous words. Therefore, predictions 
linger and can cause later false recognition. 
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As mentioned in the introduction, the N1 primarily functions to index attention, thus 
possibly improving memory by modulating the depth of processing. The data showed that 
anomalous endings elicited a larger N1 when they were reencountered at test. Hubbard and 
colleagues found enhances to unexpected items (2019), while in the present study, the 
unexpected items were not different from expected items. Based on the results from the present 
study, as well as previous studies, we can infer that the attentional effect is obtained for the most 
unexpected item encountered within the given sentences. Attentional effects like these can 
provide further information on what drives later memory effects (i.e., LPC) observed during 
testing. 
Previously, the condition that yielded large N1 amplitudes (unexpected items) also had 
better recognition memory.  Despite this, the results of the present experiment refute that 
memory is due to attention effects. Anomalous endings (both SCAM & WCAM items) had the 
biggest N1 amplitudes, but plausible unexpected endings had the biggest memory signal at test. 
The dissociation between attention effects and memory performance displays that attention is not 
the primary factor improving memory. Better performance on the memory test may be due to 
enriched encoding that occurs when subjects fit the unexpected plausible ending into the 
sentence, coming to a new understanding of the sentence. 
Across all conditions, I found that LPC amplitudes varied by constraint with LPCs being 
more positive for weak constraint matches which was also found in previous studies (refer to 
Federmeier et al., 2007; Hubbard et al., 2019). These results are speculated to appear 
consequently because prediction and depth of processing may “trade-off,” such that subjects 
process, thus encode, predicted words less. Put differently, prediction requires more attentional 
resources and processing to encode stimuli, but words that are easily expected do not use nearly 
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as much attention and depth of processing to encode the particular word at hand. Rommers and 
Federmeier showed this in their study which found reduced repetition effects for expected words 
that first appeared in strongly constraining sentences (when seen a second time in a weakly 
constraining sentence), versus words that appeared first in weakly constraining sentences 
(2018a). From this, we can conclude that prediction may have costs to later memory if 
participants pre-activate information because they will only function in a way that confirms the 
stimulus matches the expectation (Hubbard et al., 2019), excluding any bottom-up processing, 
which may lead to more misses and incorrect responses. 
Overall, these results demonstrate that word expectancy greatly influences prediction during 
language processing, which has important effects on recognition memory. The main N400 
effects that differ by predictability were replicated from previous studies (Hubbard et al., 2019; 
Federmeier et al., 2007), such that the N400 amplitude was largest for anomalous words, 
followed by unexpected words, then expected words (most predictable). Behavioral results found 
that subjects false alarm more to memory Lures (words that were expected from the sentence 
context) than to new items, coinciding with reduced LPCs during retrieval. Additionally, 
retrieving information from memory that was not strongly expected requires more effortful 
episodic recollection (as indexed by the LPC) than retrieving words that were strongly expected. 
Attentional effects showed anomalous matches (SCAM & WCAM) with enhanced N1 
amplitudes, suggesting more considerable attention to information that does not match the 
context. Although anomalous words capture our attention, the data shows that plausible 
unexpected words have the strongest explicit memory signal, constituting our “sweet spot” 
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